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. And~ .. we're ... rolling ... 
In the absence ofstudent radio, Xavier students form The Muskie Channel 
GRACE NORTHERN 
Senior News Editor 
members remembered some of the 
hurdles they endured while trying 
to make their dream· of a· Xavier 
After years of persisting inter- television station a reality. . 
est, Xavier finally has its very own · "Getting the station launched 
student-run television station. was one of the big-
The Muskie Channel, which gest challenges. A 
airs on channel' 18, made its debut lot ofadministrators 
broadcast on Jan. 27 at 7 p.m. said it wouldn't go 
"We've been talking about this through and. that it 
for three years now and have been couldn't be done. 
tryingtobringthistypeofprogram· The fact that we 
to Xavier. In the fall semester, pulled it off against 
everything started to take off, and the odds is a great 
things really came together when success, and all of -
MTVU came on board;" said fac- the credit goes to 
ulty advisor of the television center t~e crew and the 
studio Bob Turner. people working on 
MTVU is a television network it," said XUTVA 
that is affiliated with universities presid,ent, associ-
across the country and works t.o ate producer and 
provide programming for and by editor, seniOr Glen . 
college students. · 1'.1ontgomery. · 
The majority of airtime on chan- The debut of the. 
nel 18 will be occupied by MTVU Muskie Channel be-
programming. However, the Xa\'.ier gan with a half-hour .. 
University Television Association: · news broadcast that · · 
(XUTVA) was able to work out a .. reported on local 
plan with MTVU that allows them and regional head-
to fit their own programming into Jines. This broad-
. designated time slots. cast also included a 
The XUTVA main time sched- sports segment that 
· ule will be as follows: Fridays at recapped highlights 
2:30 p.m., 7 p.m., and 11 p.m.; Sat- from the previous 
urdays at 7 p.m. and 11 p.m.; and · week. 
Sundays at 12:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and · The lead news.· 
11 p.m. These time slots are part of . anchor was fresh-
an hour-Jong block that will air two man Katy Baldwin, 
shows; each 30 minutes long. ' · and the sports. seg- . 
In addition to these designated ment was co-an-
ti~es, there will also be daily chored by _senior 
stories included: freshman Will 
Marmonti, junior Ashley Alden, 
sophomore Alanna Hultz, freshman 
Katie Brennan and Brown. 
While watching her debut tele-
shows. But my biggest influence has 
been watching Conan O'Brien." 
· Thieneman and th.e rest of the 
XUTVA and station's crew cel-
ebrated the revealing of the Muskie 
Well Spent" are the foundation for 
the station, the Muskie Channel 
wants to increase the. variety of 
shows in the future. 
The station plans to air footage 
cut-ins that will include weather Dan Warnke . and Left photo: Students gathered in Ryan's Pub as Emily Brown (left) and Paul Lieber (right) kick off the 
reports, news, and sports headlines · junior Scott Kyser. beginning of The Muskie. Right photo: Advisor Robert Turner (left) and Paul Lieber 
hosted by daily cut-.in and enter- This half~hour 
tainment reporter, junior Emily show also featured field reporting ' 
Brown. on stories .that occurred across 
· While working on their first campus. 
broadcast, many ofthe veteran The reporters covering these 
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vision performance, Baldwin ex-. Channel on friday night at Ryan's 
pressed her excitement regarding · Pub. They all gathered around the 
the station's premiere. projection screen as they watched· 
"I think this is such a great thing their many hours of hard work. 
to have on campus. So many other finally come together. 
universities have t~eir own stations "We've been really anxious for 
d now I'm glad that Xavier does, this night. A lot of hours have to be 
·too~ I still think it's awkward to see put into even the smallest details 
~byself on TV, but Pm really excited · . that sometimes we had to stay up 
'about it."· · all night to get things done. ~o far 
The next half-hour. featured it looks great, but we were even just 
/'Time Well Spent," a comedy talk nervous that it wouldn't show on 
:shqw hosted by freshman R, Jay the screen," said Montgomery. 
;Thieneman. · . With minimal technical dif-
Thieneman said that he's always ficulties, the broadcast ran very 
'.been interested in hosting his own smoothly. · 
;show, and he explained where' In this first broadcast, the 
:some inspiration for the talk show ·Muskie Channel was also able to 
originated. feature live shots from Ryan's Pub· 
: ':"I want this talk show to be wherejuni'or Paul Lieber reported. 
;based on different late .night talk Although the news show and "Time 
OP-ED: -
Hamas i; not a pita . I 
topping ~ 
SPORTS:' 
Time. to put up or 
shut up 
of the Diwali festival oflights and 
. allow students the opportunity to 
show original films. Theyalso hope 
to feature Xavier theater produc-
tions, broadcast various Cincinnati 
art events, and eventually host a 
dating show. 
In addition to those already 
mentioned, some of the primary 
individuals include: XUTVA vice 
president, associate producer, and 
editor, senior Allie Shives; XUTVA 
secretary, associate producer and 
·editor, junior Jody Roach; council 
representative, associate producer, 
and editor, junior Stephanie Saniel; 
and sophomore SGA Representa-
tive Ben Rife. 
Any questions regarding the 
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BRIEFS 
Rachel Peters, Editor 
News Room: 745-3122 • . 
newswire-news@xavier.edu 
Hungry? 
Share a meal with Xavier 
faculty and students, and dis-
cuss the global effects of pov-
erty at the Hunger Banquet at 
5:30 p.m. on Sunday in the 
. Clock Tower Lounge. The 
cost is $3. Proceeds benefit the 
Ukraine Alternative Break Trip 
2006. For more information call 
Kateri at (513) 885-5723. 
Walk in my shoes 
There is an opportunity 
to participate in a resp~ctful, 
collaborative process working 
toward understanding differ-
ing points of view, facilitated 
by Karol King, director for the 
Cinergy Foundation from 9:30 
a.m. - 12:30 p.m. on Saturday 
in Kelly Auditorium. 
Talking war· 
Xavier will be hosting a 
dialogue on the war .in Iraq The 
event is free, but reservations 
are encouraged. To R.S.V.P. or 
for more information, contact 
Claire Mugavin at x3005 or 
mugavin@xavier.edu .. 
This event is sponsored by 
the B~ueggeman Center for 
Dialogue, the Foreign Policy 
Lead~rship Council, the Inter-
community Justice' and Peace 
Center, St. Monica-St. George 
Parish Newman Center, Xavier 
University's Peace and Justice 
Programs and the World Affairs 
Council of Greater Cincinnati. 
Women's Rugby 
The Xavier Women '.s Rugby 
team is holding a meeting at 9 
p.m. on Wednesday in front of 
the Gallagher Student Center 
fireplace for any female stu-
dents interested in playing. No 




Professor William Anyonge 
presents "Unraveling the Paleo-
biology of the ExtinctPleisto-
cene Dire Wolf: Evidence from 
Body Mass and Cranio-Dental 
Anatomy" at l :30 p.m. on Mon-
day in 107 Albers Hall, This is 
the first of three presentations 
in the departmentofBiology's 
faculty seminar series. 
Contact the department of. 
Biology at x3623 for informa-
. tion or email Deborah Kostoff • 
at kostoff@xavier.edu 
CAMPOS NEWS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Students hit the ~lopes in.Indiana 
KELLY SHAW 
Cpntributing Writer 
The· Student Activities Council 
(SAC) provided another enjoyable 
social program last Saturday pack-
ing 150 of Xavier's snow-loving 
students onto buses and heading for 
the slopes in Lawrenceburg, Ind. 
For $20, each person on the bus 
was given a free lesson and a pair of 
skis (or snowboard) that would last 
them until 3 a.m. Amid the stories of 
slips and slides, the overall· impres-
sion seems to be that the trip was a 
success. 
"I didn't fall!" was the pleased 
reaction from freshman Stephanie 
Morris who went on the trip as a 
. rriay have 'helped mariy of the first 
timers master the difficult sport with 
greater ease; and attracted more of 
the expedenced skiers as well. 
Despite the fact that it was the 
middle of the night, .there were 
·many other groups at Perfect North 
S!Opes, since it was also open to 
the public. 
· Students admitted that it wasn't 
as cold as they expected, but falling 
made it much chillier. The fact that 
the. imitation snow had turned rather 
icy at the end of the night .did not 
help the off-balance newcomers, 
either. 
first-time skier. "We started off with PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.PERFECTNORTH.COM 
what were more like tiny inclines Last Saturday 150 Xavier veteran and newcomers of the snow traveled 
than hills, butwe got up to the blue to Perfect North Slopes in Indiana for a little fun until 3 a.m~ 
Fortunately, a lounge was open 
the entire night for those who pre-
ferred the comforts of a warm room 
and hot chocolate instead of the 
daunting bunny hills. 
squares,''Morris said. _ 
Experienced skiers as well as 
beginners may have begun with the 
smaller inclines; bui some of Xavi-
er's students skipped the lessons and 
moved on to the toughest slopes, 
which were double black diamonds. during the night. "Someone had 
1 
Some didn't have enough luck to '. dropped their pole at the bottom 
This an~ual program is always 
a popular event, according to the 
SAC office, and considering that 
the tickets were .sold out in advance 
with a fairly long waiting list, this 
year was no different. 
keep themselves dry, however. · of the slope, and I ran over it, and 
Kaitlyn Kramer, a more expe- wiped out," she said, still laughing 
rienced skier, 'c;:ame face to face about the incident. 
with the fake flakes more than once The warmer"than usual weather 
Turkish prQfessor focuses ~alk on 
critical Isl·a·mic issues 
WILLIAM WELTY roles in society. 
Contributing Writer She will also incorporate ideas 
·Renowned scholar, ;professor, · from various other fields into her 
and sociologist Dilek Cindoglu speech, such as 
will speak on the subjects of gender political science,.· 
and family.in Islam at 7:30 p.m. on literature, educa-
Wednesday at the Schiff Family tion, human re-
Conference Center in the Cintas sources, and psy-
. Center. The event is free and open. chology, among 
to the public. . others. 
As a· sociologist, she is also Cindoglu will 
working on Middle Eastern issues also speak on the 
such as gender, work, power, de- topic ·of democ-
mocracy, health, and sexuality. racy and Islam, 
Her lecture will focus on the an especially im-
aspects of gender, family, and work portant subject 
in Islamic cultures, as well as how ·'in contemporary· 
those concepts compare.and contrast society. 
to Western culture. Cindoglu is a 
Her specialty is the role ofwom- Fulbright Sch()lar who has held a 
en in the home and the workplace in fellowship at New York University 
Islami~ society, and she will discuss and studied as a Senior Fellow at St. 
the education of women and how· Antony's College at Oxford and as 
that education plays into female an Honorary Fellow atthe Universi-
Police Notes 
January 24, tiOO p.m. -
An employee reported the theft of 
two credit cards from a wallet in . 
the music house. $1700 of charges 
were made before the cards were 
canceled. 
January 27, 2:32 a.m. -
An. intoxicated non-student was 
observed kicking the entr!lnce to 
the ISS building. The subject was . 
. escorted off campus and released 
to a guardian. -
()xford Apartments 
1005-07 Dana Ave. 
*Free Heat & Water 
*Walk to Campus 
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ty of Wisconsin-Madison Women's 
Studies Research Center. 
She is currently Assistant Chair 
· for the Depart-
ment of Politi~ 
cal Science at 
Bilkent Univer-
sity in Turkey. 
In addition 
to her college 
lecturs, Cindo-
g I u currently 
works with lo-




to spread cultural 
understanding 
··and promote family .education in 
order to decrease violence, dis-
crimination and inequality in all 
cultures. 
The speech is sponsored by the 
January 28, 5:35 p.m~ -
An alumni reported a· car was 
broken into in the Lexington fot A .. 
during a men's basketballgame.A · 
stereo and wallet were taken from 
the car. 
L. z ????.' ·c ·zz 1 ega .... s, a ... ·. 
Brueggeman Center for Dialogue, 
Miami University, Xavier Universi-
ty Gender and Diversity Stildies, and 
the Fulbright Scholar Program. 
It is part of a contiriuing_c;:_ff.ort 
to bring students into contact with 
other cultures and encourage critical 
reflection on contemporary society. 
True to the mission statement of 
Xavier University, the Brueggeman 
} 
Center works to further understand-
ing of other cultures and to promote 
diversity, not only through speaking, 
but also by listening to what others 
have to say. 
Through this type of conversa-
tion, the Center hopes that students 
can co!11e to better appreciate cul-
tural differences and also find com-
ma~ ground on issues. The Center's 
mission statement asserts "Our 
belief is that whatever the ultimate 
answers might be, dialogue is the 
starting place." 
.MICHAEL L. TRANTER 
Attorney At Law·~ XU '97 
830 Main St., Ste 806. 
Cincinnati, OH 45202 
·. (513) 621-9204·. 
· Free·Jnitial Telephone Consultation 
Criminal Law, DUI, Misdemeanors,.· 
·Landlord-Tenant, General Practice 
· $$ Reasonable Fees $$ · 
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Retired P&G CEO to lecture on the 
importance of business ethics 
RACHEL PETERS 
Campus News Editor 
Retired Chairman and CEO· of 
Procter & Gamble John Pepper will 
speak at 7 p.m. onWednesday in the 
Schiff Family Conference Center at 
Cintas Center. 
Pepper will speak as part of the. 
Heroes of Professional Ethics pro-
gram, which is an annual event to 
celebrate the crucial component that 
ethics plays in the business world. 
Each year the event is-sponsored 
by the Williams College of Busi-
ness at Xavier University, Cintas 
. Corporation; National City Bank, 
and Berman·Printing. 
The sponsors present a keynote 
speaker each year who has proven to 
have a unique perspective or experi-
ence in business ethics. 
Pepper is celebrated as a busi-
ness professional· of extraordinary 
caliber. 
Pepper is highly involved in. 
altruistic endeavors, including 
.· working with the Cincinnati Youth . 
CoUaborative, United W,ay, Partner-
ship for a Drug Free America, 
Campaign Against Teenage 
Pregnancy, and .Population 
Services International. 
Pepper also serves as the 
Vice President of Finance and 
Administration for Yale Uni-
versity, his alma mater. 
Most recently Pepper was 
named CEO of the National 
Underground Railroad Free~ 
dom Center. 
• Pepper's testimonial of 
performing in an ethical man-
ner in.business emerged from 
ari incident in 2001 in which 
Procter & Gamble subcon-
tractors obtained information 
about a competitor. 
The means by which the 
information surfaced may have 
been legal, but they deviated 
from Procter & . Gamble cor- · 
porate ideals. Pepper promptly 
notified the competitor and 
worked out a plan to ensure 
that the information was not 
misused. 
The program, founded by 
CMC Properties' President 
Jim Cohen, Xavier University 
Center for Business Ethics 
and Social Responsibility's 
. Paul Fiorelli and. the Cintas 
Corporation,. began discuss-
ing possible programs after 
Cohen's company won the· 
Better Business Bureau's In-
ternational Torch Award for 
· Ethics in 2002 .. 
· The founders hoped to cre-
ate a program that would posi-
tively influence the community 
and celebrate professional eth-
ics in the workplace. 
According to the Heroes 
of Professional Ethics website 
(www.heroesofethics.com), 
the program was designed to 
educate Cincinnati's business 
and student communities about 
PHOTO COURTESY OFWWW.HEROESOFETHICS.COM moral courage in the work-
John Pepper, retired_ CEO of Proctor & place, promote ethical Iead-
Gamble, is recognized as one of the ership when facing difficult 
greatest business leaders of the area and decisions or false consensus, 
a well-known philanthropist. and encourage current and fu-
ture business leaders to incorporate 
moral character and responsibility_ 
into their decisions. 
The inaugural keynote speaker 
of the Heroes of Professional Eth-
ics program, Sherron Watkiris, the 
Enron whistleblower, a :2002 TIME 
"Person of the Year," who lectured 
on Nov. 12. 
Pepper was born in Pottsville, 
Pa., and currently resides in Cin-
Cinnati. 
He served in the U.S. Navy for 
several years. and then joined the 
Procter & Gamble crew in Septem-
ber of 1963 as a staff assistant. 
Pepper retired from the Procter 
& Gam~le board in July of2003. 
· This event is free and open to 
the public but, as seating is limited, 
· reservations are encouraged. 
Seat reservations can be made 
by contacting Amanda Odom at 
x2820 or emailing her at odoma@ 
xavier.edu. 
The legend of Duke 
CHAP ERAZI ER 
Asst'. Campus News Editor 
If you've ever had to drive 
through the main gate at Xavier 
University, then you've probably 
talked to Duke Rose. He has been 
handing outvisitor·parking passes 
. at.the gate since 1974. 
. But that isn't the only thing. 
Duke's done i;iround Xavi.er in his 
32 years here. "I've worked on the 
grounds crew, driven trucks, and 
helped out different departments 
during the summer. When school's 
in, !work the gate," Duke said. 
What drew Duke to Xavier was 
its unique atmosphere. "I used to 
· drive people. to work at Walnut 
Hills High School and I had to 
drive through Xavier to get there. · 
I always thought that it was a nice 
place, and that I would like to 
workthere. I never imagined that 
RESTAURANT. 
I would ever. become a part of it," 
said Duke. 
Though he started working at 
Xavier in 1974, he wasn't directly 
hired by the university until 1979. 
Over the years he has become a 
staple at the university. . 
Working at. the main gate has · 
given Duke the opportunity to meet 
' · PHOTO COURTESY OF NEWSWIRE ARCHIVES 
Now Open in Springdale! 
·PAPPADEAUX 
· - Ready for a new challenge? 
Our menu includes a dynamic team atmosphere. 
· · And unlimited opportunities to succeed! 
. . .. . -
Now accepting applications· for: 
. SERVERS & COOKS 
Apply Tue. - Fri.; 3-5 p~m. 
l 1975 Northwest Blvd., Springdale · 
EOE 
great people. "The first week I ever 
worked at the gate, Mr: Snyder, the 
police chief at the time, came by. He 
said to me, .'Duke, sooner or later 
everyone comes through that gate. 
People in the know and people not 
in the know will come in and out 
of that gate.' I've met everyone," 
he said, "Senators, congressmen, 
presidents, and movie stars have all 
come through that gate." 
Due to recent health problems, 
Duke has been unable to work at his 
beloved post but plans on returning 
someday. "My goal is to come back 
to Xavier. It is my home. Every-
thing that is me or that I own comes 
from Xavier," said Duke. 
You'll never get too old to learn, 
Duke believes, and people at Xavier 
will never get tired of having him 




We are looking for new 
campus news writers for 
the spring semester. Writ-
ing for· the Newswire is a 
great way to meet new 
people and have access to 
all the best events on cam-
pus ... and make money! 
To begin writing, email 
us at newswire-news@ 
xavier.edu . 
. 4 week of FEBRUARY 1, 2006 
•'•·,.'.' .:'fi;ri·uDENT'SENAru·• 
210 Ga.Ilaght'r Student· Cenfor 
X309~i 
· Senaoo@xavier.edu 
· STUDENT Aa.rIVITIEs CouNml 
200 Gn.lfaghm· Shulcmt C'C'nl'ier. 
xamJ4 
SAC@xavier.edu 
*Motion to allocate 
.Senator Corey Burton $515 
for his senate project 
* Motion to allocate RSA 
$650 for their Bingo extrav-
aganza · 
*Motion to allocate lnterna-
. tional Studerits Society 
$1,350 for their annual trip 
to New York City 
* Motion to allocate Gospel 
Choir $2,300 for their . 
spring tour. 
. . ·.. . . . . .' '· 
. 
. 
. . . 
·. Senate meets Mondays at 3PM in GSC 214 . 
. All are welcome ... 
SAC me.els Wednesdays at 3PM in GSC 214. 
All are welcome. 
CHAPTER 
6 





Monday, February 6th 
Gallagher Center 
Theatre 
Come See who will be 
crowned this year's 
Mr. Mus~ie 
LA TE NIGHT SNACK 
BUS KEN 
Thurs., February 9 
at 1op·m 
· GSC f.ood Court 
PAID ADVERTISEMENT THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Sara. Rowel I~ 
Editor 
SGA EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS 
IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING: RUNNING FOR THE SGA EXECUTIVE, YOUR TICKET MUST 
ATTEND AN INFORMATIONAL MEETING WITH THE BOARD OF ELECTIONS PRIOR TO THE 
CAMPAIGN KICK•OFF ON FEBRUARY 14TH. MEETINGS WILL BE HELD IN THE SGA 
OFFICE ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS: 
. MONDAY~ FEBRUARY 6TH AT 9 PM 
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7TH AT 8PM, 9 PM 
WENESDAY, FEBRUARY '9TH AT 5:30 PM 
THE EXECUTIVE DEBATE WILL BE HELD TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 14TH~ 
CONTACT BOARD OF ELECTIONS CHAIR, JESS BECHER WITH 'QUESTIONS •. 
TUNE IN TO 
XAVIER TELEVISION T.HROUGHOUT 
THE WEEKEND STARTING AT 7 .PM FOR 
ORIGINAL XAVIER PROGRAMMING: 
EVENING NEWS ANCHOR: KATY BALDWIN 
SPORTS: Scan KYSER & DAN WARNKE 
nTIME WELL SPENT" {LATE SHOW): 
. RJ THIENEMAN . 
CATCH XAVIER NEWS DURING THE. 
WEEK ON THE HOUR WITH DAILY 
NEWS ANCHOR EMILY BROWNE 
CONTACT BEN RIFE WITH 
QUESTIONS/SUGGEsTIONS: 
. . . 
BENJAMIN_RlFE@JUNO.COM 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE . . . 
N E"W.'S"W"ITR·E 
Nathan Witbnan, EDITOR emaif: newswire-oped@xavier.edu 
STAFF ED IT 0 R.I A.L· 
Delll()crazy 
Democracy is on the move in 
the Middle East. Whether that is 
good or.bad news is still an open 
question. 
The Palestinian terrorist or-
ganization/political party Hamas 
won a decisive victory last week, 
grabbing 76. of the Palestinian 
Authority's 132 parliament seats. 
Forthe sake of the "road map" 
to peace, this political sea change 
could l}Ot have come at a worse 
time. 
In the wake of Israeli Prime 
Minister Ariel Sharon's debilitat-
ing stroke an cf the likely collapse of 
Sharon's Kidima party, the conser-
vative former prime minister and 
new Likud party leader Benjamin 
Netanyahu seems likely to. be the 
next Israeli prime minister'. . 
A peace process· be~ween a 
Likud government led by Netan~ 
yahu and a Palestinian Authority 
dominated by Hamas seems almost· 
unimaginable .. 
Acting Israeli Prime Minster 
Ehud Olmert has already declared 
his government will not negotiate 
if members of the new Palestinian 
government support terrorism. 
Hamas leader Mahmoud Za-
har insisted that his party would 
continue to observe its year-long 
ceasefire iflsrael reciprocates, bu_t 
history warns againstsuchhope. 
Hamas was responsible for 
much of the intifada. They con-
tinue to take much of their finan-
cial support from Iran, .a country 
infamous for its ties to Islamic 
terrorism, and .·whose president 
recently called for Israel to be 
"wiped off the map." 
It is doubtful whether current · 
· Palestinian President Mahmoud 
Abbas will be able to rein in the 
more hardline parliamentarians. 
His Fatah party affiliation in 
a Hamas-dominated government 
could hinder his influence. 
Copyright 2006 
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KEVIN BA TTERBERRY 
or' course, four decades of cor-
rupt Fatah leadership were hardly 
paradise. Yasser Arafat openly ad-
vocated terrorism for decades, and 
it would be inaccurate to say Abbas 
was not complicit in terrorism. 
Abbas spoke out of both sides 
of his mouth to Arab and West~m 
audiences. He embezzled millions 
in foreign aid money from Europe 
and -the United States, directing 
it towards organizations like the 
Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade and 
compensating families of suicide 
bombers. · 
Upset by the results of I.ii.st 
week's elections, Fatah members 
staged riots over the weekend, 
waving. guns, attacking govern-. 
ment buildings, burning cars, and 
ransacking parts of Gaza· City. 
While some fought with Ham-
mas supporters, most of the anger 
was directed against Abbas, whose 
failures ofleadership were blamed 
for the party's electoral defeat.· 
These incidents, along .with 
recent threats of vfolent insur-
rection. from Palestinians against 
their own government in the newly 
independent areas of Gaza, hint 
at a civil war brewirig within the 
Palestinian territories. Anarchy in 
Palestine would spell catastrophe 
for the peace process. 
In short, the futµre looks grim. 
But peace is not out of the ques-
tion .. 
History teaches us that when 
extremist elements come to power, 
one of two things happens: Either 
the people act as a moderating 
force on their leaders (think Irish 
Republicanism) or the leaders act 
as radicalizers of the people (think 
National Socialism). We can still 
hope for the former. 
Unfortunately, history also 
shows that Anti-Semitic, Anti-
Western governments and Islamic 
extremism go hand in hand. 
Circulation 3,000 
'BRYON LORTON. 





















On. the We):):. http://www'.xavier.edu/newswire .. 
·· The Xavier Newswire is published weeklfthroughout 
the school year, except during vacation and final exams, by · 
, the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory Parkway, 
Cincinnati, OH 45207-2129, ... · . · '· 
The staff editori;u is written by adiirercnt siaff m'eril-
ber each week and docs not ~cccssarily reflect the senti-
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Best spring break ever 
On Feb. 25,. 12 Xavier students 
and one faculty advisor will depart 
for the spring break of their lives .. 
Cancun? Bahamas, you ask? 
No, we have something a little 
cooler .in mind. Through the Al-
ternative Breaks (AB) club on 
campus, we. are headed to Ukraine 
for ten days to work at Orphanage 
12 in Kiev (http://www.orphanage. 
kiev.ua/). 
There, we will perform some 
maintenance and repairs on the 
buildings of the orphanage that 
houses 150 children with learning 
disabilities. ' 
We will also have an opporturtit)'._ 
to· share skills, crafts, and sports 
with the kids who are ages 8-16. 
· The children, two-thirds of 
whom are boys, are taught voca-
tional skills that will help them 
find a job when they "graduate" 
at age 1.6. 
Only J 5 percent of the kids are 
actually orphans; the rest have been 
governmentally removed from abu-
sive or neglectful families, or their 
families have abandoned them. · 
The Alternative Breaks program 
has given us an oppqitllhity to.see a 
·part oftheworld that otherwise we 
mightnot have been able to explore 
without the support ofour peers. 
We're interested iri seeing how 
life in Ukraine is different from 
the lives of college students in 
Cincinnati. 
Ukraine declared its indepen-
dence in the early 1990s, and their 
national identity, inciuding lan-
guage and culture, are still under 
formation. 
Ukraine has been working to 
build its economy since the breakup 
of the Soviet Union, particularly in 
light of the recent natural gas short-
ages and price increases. 
Two·hundred twenty-four peo-
ple in Ukraine have died so far as 
a result of the exceptional cold this 
winter. 
As students from different ma-
jors and paths of life, we have the 
opportunity to stand in solidarity 
with the children and workers at 
Orphanage 12 for IO days. 
We will go to share our talents 
and our time with the children who 
Jive there, but we.will also go to 
listen and to learn how to relate to 
friends with whom we do not share 
a common language. 
Each ofus has a different reason 
for going on an Alternative Break 
trip, but we. share the common goal 
, of spending time outside of our 
comfort zones as we care for and 
support each other across· cultural 
boundaries. 
One of the things we look for-
ward to is sharing our resources and . . ' 
talents with the kids .. 
One group member is organizing 
a blanket making party to make 
fleece blankets for the children. 
Others have asked their doctors 
and dentists for cold medicines and 
toothbrushes to share. Still oth-
ers are excited to organize soccer 
games or craft projects. 
As our semesters get off to a 
busy start, filled with classes and 
innumerable fundraisers to support 
our trip, we keep in mind how great 
it will fee.I to step off the plane in 
Kiev with open minds and gifts to 
share. 
We would like to take this op-
portunity to thank the Xavier Uni-
versity community for supporting 
Alternative Breaks with funding, 
and for enthusiastic advisors like 
Greg Carpinello and the students 
on Alternative Break board. 
1o learn more about the Ukraine 
trip or Alternative Breaks, come to 
ou~ Hunger Banquet fundraiser this 
Sunday in the Clock Tower Lounge 
in Gallagher at 5:30 p.m. 
. We would love to see you there 
and tell you more about plans for 
our trip to Ukraine! 
-Kateri Kosta 
Class o/'06 
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More reasons that smokingis.liadforyou 
Walking across a· college cam- neriti.ally. · ing hair, and it also co~tributes to. 
pus, it seems like cigarette smoke Cigarette· smoke· dries out the premature graying. . 
is everywhere. And why not surface of your skin - like spend- Smoking has immediate, nega~ 
smoke? ing the entire night in front of a tive consequences for your teeth, 
Lung and oral cancer seem like blazing campfire - giving the skin· tongue and gums. 
distant threats and heart disease a slightly grayish, ashy tone. It also Use all the whitening toothpaste· 
hasn't even begun to enter the mind more than doubles your chances of · · you want, butevety tim.e you smoke, 
ofa 20-year-old. having psoriasis you're yellowing 
However, the short-term health (an uncomfort- your teeth an'd 
effects of smoking, which you able skin rash) contributing to 
may or may not obviously notice, and worsens ex- halitosis- chronic 
are the precursors to more serious isting cases, ac- bad· breath and 
health effects like cancer and heart cording to the that horrible.taste 
disease. ·American Coun- on·'your tongue 
There is help available to quit cil on Smoking that comes back. 
on a college budget: free. 1-800- and Health. even after you 
QUIT-NOW offers the support you Studies have brush. 
may need to get through the quitting suggested that The news gets 
process at a time that is convenient smoking breaks. worse. The Cen-
for_ you. down collagen ter for Disease 
They develop an individualized· in the skin- a Coritrol reports 
quitting program for you and work process that can PHoio couRTESVOFWWW.NEw,iFEEo.rcM.1E that ·smoking 
with you through the process. make a smoker's contributes heav-
The odds are in your favor. skin look l 0 years older. In a study ily to. early tooth loss because it 
Even if you consider yourself a published in the American Journal weakens your gums. Does this 
"social smoker," you may experi- . of Dermatology; smokers had a mean your teeth will fall out inyour 
ence many of the same short-term . higher degree of facial wrinkling sleep? No, but nonsmokers are far 
health effects that daily smokers than non-smokers. more likely to weather a bump in. 
do. To put it simply, if you stop the mouth and avoid receding gums 
Even social smoking reduces smoking, your rate of getting . than are smokers. . 
lung function and makes shortness wrinkles slows down. If waking i_n the morning cough-
of breath more likely. Hair loss is a common concern ing up phlegm or not being able to 
Your sense of smell and taste of young men. ffyou have a ten- taste your favorite foods doesn't 
will be affected, and your chances den_cy tow_ard, or family history affect you enough to call it quits,. 
for developing bronchitis, pneu- of, hair loss, you should know that maybe the reality of aging before 
monia, or just the nasty. cold going studies have shown that- smoking your time will make a difference. 
around the dorm increase expo- can accelerate thinning or reced- If you start developing wrinkles 
and losing your hair in college, 
you are quickly outpacing your 
non-smoking friends who will be 
weli into their 30's and 40's·before 
realiZing these changes. 
This, in combination with the 
money you save·on cigarettes, age-
defying skin lotions, teeth whiten-
ers and hair loss treatments is worth 
considering. 
We've got the test results to 
prove that calling the Ohio To-
.bacco Quit Line helps people 
"Call it Quits." Those who have 
u.sed 1-800-QUIT-NOW are five 
times more likely to succ;essfully 
quit tobacco than those who try to 
quit "cold turkey" on their own. 
.Results also show that the Ohio 
Tobacco Quit Line ha5 helped some 
of Ohio's most severely addicted 
tobacco users (20-, 30~, 40~year 
smokers) to quit. If they can do it, 
you can, too. 
Additionally, the McGrath 
Health & Counseling Center pro-
vides free quit smoking bags for 
anyone interested in kicking the 
.habit. 
-Dr. fames P. Konerman 
McGrath Health & 
Counseling Center 
*Information & statistics provided by 
the McGrath Health & Counseling and the 
Ohio Tobacco Use Prevention & Control 
Founda.tion (TUPCF) 
Some jokes are 
better left unsaid 
We~ll take international trivia 
,,.. . . 
and free food for $100, Alex · 
Last Saturday, I attended "Last - In reality, those of us with a The Office of International 
Muskie Standing." Interested in the strong commitment to chastity of- Student Services(Romero Interna-
talent of students here on campus, I ten find ourselves in the minority,. tional Center), in collaboration with 
was anxious to check it out. not part of a trend. I the International Students Society, 
As I sat in my seat in the Gal- We have not arrived at our deci- j would like to invite you all to the 
lagher theater minutes before the sion to refrain from premarital sex I 5th annual World Quest, an Inter-
students took the stage, I envisioned simply because others are refrain- l national Trivia Competition. . 
a night full of laughs. ing, but because we realize the i This event will be held on Feb. 
Unfortunately, I .~ 
1 
enormous physical, / 10 at 7 p.m. in the Schiff Family 
laughed maybe once '·. · · /! emotional, and spir- \ Banquet Room, in Cintas Center.· 
and spent the rest of • \ / • ,. ,- itual benefits which I Proceeds from this event will 
the night focusing \ ' ' come from saving j be used for international students' 
on the back of the '\:,·· . sex for marriage. J grants and also as scholarships for 
seat in front of me. '··-·· We are not still i the study abroad program. . 
I was appalled by c./. virgins "because. j World Quest is one oftheniost 
the many distaste- ~ we're ugly" as the I diverse events on Xavier's campus 
ful comments that Ai same comedian sug- 1 and one ofOISS' major evtmts. · 
passed for humor ( q gested. i It not only brings people from 
and the amount of f /{ I was dismayed different heritages and c_ultural 
laughter and cheers \ /1 · to. see so many of backgrounds together, but it also 
which resulted from \.. I_!,, my fellow students l foste. rs an. amicable, competitive, 
. these comments. I applauding his idea ·and friendly interaction between the 
Such a reaction l ]_ that sex is nothing ·students, faculty, and staff (teams 
from the crowd PHomcouRTEsvoFWWW.ALERNsr.coM morethanapleasur- l with a combination of students 
showed incredible disrespect for able way to end an evening or to I and faculty ~ill be awarded. ~xtra 
our fellow man. Attitudes such a~ prove one's attractiveness. j points). · · . . · 
these only contribute to the hurt and Sex is to be respected; it is a i Aside from the knowledge 
pain in our society. beautiful way to express selfless i gained about _international affairs, 
At a school where there is so love and lifelong commitment, not ! there are also fabulous prizes. to 
much emphasis on being men a means to prove one's "maturity" J be won. 
and women for others, it was or to fulfi.ll selfish desires. ! There wi_ll be drawings after 
distressing to hear comment after Even though I was disappointed ! every round of play, and food from 
comment poking fun at the ill and with most of the acts on the pro- i different parts of the world will 
minorities. . gram, I was glad that t_he "Last 1
1
. be served. This time around, we 
The explicit detail and the sexual Muskie Standing" was a commend- ·. have certified th~t the piates will 
remarks were offensive and un- able, talented student who deserved l be bigger! . . . 
called for. to win. ·I How can one participate? Well, 
Comments of this sort show The winner proved one can be I there are sign-up sheets placed in 
110 talent, only insecurity and ig- comical· without being derogatory I different departments and. offices on-~ . 
norance. or distasteful. I campus and in the Romero Cen.ter. · 
One "comedian" insinuated that Fill in this form -and return it to 
refraining from premarital sex is -Kate O'Leary 
1 
Romero Center on the second floor 
nothing more than a passing fad. Class of '07 I of GSC. . . c • . • • . 
A team wil~ constitute eight 
people, and a $100 registration fee 
is required~ Remember, ypti will 
be answering these questions as 
a team so you do NOT have to be 
well-versed about everything. -
Get your teams together, friends, 
· departmental, clubs,. wing, apart-
ment or whichever way you want 
to go. If you are not in a team a_nd 
you would love to participate, you 
still can! · 
Sign up in the Romero Center 
and we shall make it our duty to find 
a team for you. This will be a great 
RESTAURANT 
chance to meetnew people! 
This year's faculty facilitator 
and emcee will be· Dr. Jerry Cline-
B ai ley from the department of 
English. 
Come and play with us, have 
fun, and find out how much you 
. know about ttie world! 
For more information, please 
call OISS at x2864, and speak with 
Kathy Hammett _or Lea Minniti. 
· I hope to see you all there! 
-Sheran Oradu 
Class of '07 
We're serving up fun and extitement! 
PAPPADEAUX 
WAITSTAFF · 
No ·experience? No probleml 
We'll f~ain youl 
.·. ApplyTue. - Fri., 3-5 p.ni~ 
. . • . I 
.11975 Northwest Blvd~, Springdale · 
,' .' .. . . ' . . . •., . ' ,·, . . 
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Xavier Basketball Gan1e\Veek 
XAVIER MEN VS. GEO.RGE WASHINGTON - 7 P.M. - THURSDAY- CINTAS CENTER 
MEET THE COLONlALS. SCOUTING- THE.COLONIALS XAVIER IN REVIEW 
][ 
60 55 
Jan. 28 - Cintas Center 
Xavier 60, Dayton 55 
Senior forward Brian Thorn·-
SCOUTING THE MUSKETEERS 
ton scored a team-high 19 points, 
grabbed 12 rebounds and re-
corded a career~high five blocks 
to lead Xavier to a 60-55 win 
over Dayton on Saturday in front 
of a capacity crowd of 10,250 at 
Cintas Center. Xavier improves 








Omar Wil~ams Mike Hall 
Jr., 6' 5", 207 Jr., 6' 4", 220 Sr., 6' 9", 190 Sr., 6'8'', 230 
15.4 ppg, 5.0 rpg -1 i.2 ppg, 3.4 rpg '8;0 ppg, 4.5 rpg. 11.8 ppg, 7.4 rpg 
three-pointers in th· 
Junior forward J 
_his best offensive g, 
5-of-7 shooting ·"'" 
Xavier's defi 
10 and 10th· 
Thornton was named the 
Blackburn/McCafferty Game 
MVP in a vote among the media 
following his outstanding per-
form.ance. 
With the Musketeers clinging 
to a 57-55 lead with 16. 7 seconds 
to go in the game, Justin Cage 
calmly stepped to the line and 
sunk a pair of free throws to give 
Xavier a four-point advantage 
at 59-55. Dedrick Finn then hit 
one-of-tWo from the line with 5.5 
seconds to go for the final margin 
of victory. 
Xavier won the battle of the 
boards 40-to-35 including a de-
cisive 29-to-21 edge on the de-
fensive glass. 
XAVIER WOMEN VS. GEORGE WASHINGTON.- 7 P.M. - FRIDAY - CINTAS CENTER 
XAVIER IN REVIEW 
]{ti) 
69 61 
1 an. 29 - Palumbo Center 
Xavier 69, Duquesne 61 
Junior guard Suntana Grander-
son scored a game-high 19 points 
to lead.Xavier to a 69-61 victory 
over Duquesne on Sunday after-
noon in Pittsburgh. With the win, 
XU improves to i 4-6 on the year 
and 5-4 in the Ieagile. · · 
SCOUTING THE COLONIALS 
The conference-leading CoIOnials come to Cintas Center having 
won eight of their · am es, inc ding a 64-58 victory over the 
Musketeers · · .1 
GWb 
five .. 
ing the c o the pin 
Lawrence leads the tea 
age'( 44 percent). " _ _ 
Freshman forward J 1ca Adair has bee r contributor in the 
past two games, -coming off the bench to av~r~g~~~1'2 points: 
SCOUTING THE MUSKETEERS 
· ffille1Musketeetsnlook~tcl". et~bac~ton~ttack\1~t,hdme ;aftet;sc'Oring a 
~i"Fl.;J i ,..,')"';K,._..·.,-~" "'{"'·:«,..-1,,.-.,r-••"~ ··1· :~t~·$.,._,,,_,,, ·· ., ···• , .~ ·· ,, .~,,·~ 
pair o .. enti.lre" ... eekend. 
l 'd,\'v · l; ~j 
This will 'rfotte visit 
.:~~~~~~ ' 
Granderson broke out· of a 
mini-shooting slump to hit five 
of 10 three-pointers on the after-
noon, and senior forward Tara 
Boothe posted her fifth double-
double of the seas·on as she added 
10 rebounds. Boothe was also a 
perfect 6-of-6 from the floor in pastfour game 
the second half. while pulling do 
;on fire over the 
cored 23 points 
,, t contests. 
Xavier _trailed 25-24 at the Fellowsenior 
break, but blitzedDuquesne with Musketeers. Wallne 
an · 1 s~o run to start the second is averaging 6.0 po· ' 
half. Granderson set the tone a season-high 13 
. . when she drilled a three-pointer Duquesne on S 
orce up frorit for the 
of her college career, 
.. est. Wallner scored 
just 10 seconds into the second . · · ·Against Du··" 
period and followed that' up with . the team in d · eason . 
MEET THE COLONIALS 
OTHER STARTERS: . ,another three 40 seconds later; . ·. gainst the' 
XU took it_s _Ia_rg· est lead of ... percent c 
game, 41-25, when-Granderson · .ofrpopT0;i{nl:''e"n'"t"s'"~t"o"·•iu."'s"t""'.' "silp'"'e''r··c-"enn··._,.8,!10}0.,""t;.;1;n"'~"li,:t'.JM~."-:....··:.~.;.;:.;;;,.!ii;,,._._·,·.;.,..·"i;i~.ii"'~.·.~~-·~.ing Kimberly Beck Kenan Cole Whitney Allen Jazmine Adair 
G . G F 
hit yet another three-pointer at J '-;} • 11 So., 5' 8" Jr., 5' 10" Jr., 5' 11" Fr., 6' 3" 
the 15:10 mark. I .'----------'B'--,.~--b-'ll'-.'-. . ""'"· .-.-_b_B_' -B-. -he-. -d-.R--'lb__.' ' 11.3,ppg_ '5.7 ap_g 8 .. 3 ppg,4.5 rpg 6.7 ppg, 5.9 rpg' 6.0 ppg; 4.3 rpg 
· · ·-.as'":t a prev1~s y rian ows tan yanK1 ane .. -----------------------_. 
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Brian Bowsher, Editor 
Sports Desk: 745-2878 
newswire-sports@xavier.edu 
Simpson, Ismail 
score A-10 honors 
Senior Rob Simpson has. been 
named the Atlantic I 0 Conference 
Performer of the Week for men's 
tennis while freshman teammate 
Ra'ees Ismail was named the A-10 
Conference Roo_kie of the Week. 
The honors follow XU's 2-1 week 
which included wins over Cleve-
land State and YoungstOWJ?. State. 
Simpson, a senior from Alton, 
Ill., posted a 3-0 record in singles 
play including a 6-2, 5-7, 10-6 win 
over Ohio State's Ty Schaub on Jan. 
25. The senior also teamed with 
Doug Matthews at first doubles for 
a ·2" I mark with an 8-3 win over 
Cleveland State on Jan. 28 and an 
8-3 defeat of Youngstown State on 
Jan. 29. 
Ismail, a freshman from Main-
. eville, Ohio, recorded a 2-1 mark in 
singles and doubles play this past 
week. Ismail recorded singles wins 
over Cleveland State (6-2, 6-3) and 
Youngstown State (6-1, 6-0) while 
teaming up with senior Rustin Reys 
at No. 3 doubles for a 9-8 (5) win 
against .CSU and an 8-0 victory 
overYSU. 
The Xavier men's tennis team 
will be back in action on Saturday 
when the Musketeers will take on 
Toledo. 
Rifle shoots for top . 
against Engineers 
Rose-Hulman Institute of Tech-
nology, the highest ranked en-
gineering school in the nation, 
visited the Muskies on Saturday 
at the Walsh range and went home 
with a lesson in projectile motion. 
The Muskies dominated with one 
of their strongest air rifle perfor-
mances of the season; beating the 
Engineers 2278 to 2245. Xavier 
was led by sophomore Alyssa Sul-
livan firing a season high score of 
579 and senior Rich Gauvin shoot-
ing a respectable 573. 
The Muskies travel to Ohio State 
next weekend to take on the Buck-
eyes and the Mountaineers of West 
·Virginia in a three-way match. 
Blue Blob 
Appreciation Night 
The X-Treme Fans will be hold-
ing the second annual Blue Blob 
Appreciation Night during the 
women's basketball game versus 
George Washington on Friday. 
In addition to a Blue Blob au-. 
tograph and picture session before 
the game, 80 "got blob" T-shirts 
will be raffled off to students in 
attendance. 
In an effort to encourage people 
to stay for the entire game, students 
will be given a raffle ticket upon en-
tering the arena, and numbers will 
be called at various points during.· 
the game. Students with a winning 
raffle number may claim their prize 
in row one of section 117. 
Gates open at 6 p.m. 
I 
SPORTS THE :XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Are you serious!? 
BRIAN BOWSHER 
Sports Editor 
Love him or hate him,. the big-
gest; baldest Duke cheerleader is 
fleeing Tobacco Road to· call the 
Xavier-George Washington game 
on Thursday. That's right, baby, 
Dick Vitale is coming to Cintas 
Center, and we need to show 
him that we are PTCers (Prime 
Time Cheerers). With 10th ranked 
George Washington in town for a 
game that will help decide the regu-
lar season conference champion, 
we Xavier students must show up 
with as much energy and enthusi-
asm as we did against Cincinnati. 
Let's be honest, Xavier Uni-
versity on a Thursday night isn't 
exactly Bourbon Street (unless you 
count freshman night at Soupies). 
So when Vitale arrives as the big-
gest celebrity to visit the campus 
since Michael Moore (or at least 
biggest ego), there is no reason 
that anyone with even an ounce of 
interest in Xavier basketball should 
find a reason to stay home. 
But Xavier students can be a 
perplexing bunch. A grand total of 
73 tents braved the cold, wind, and 
rain for up to four nights for tiCkets 
to the Crosstown Shootout, turning 
Cintas Center into Smurf Vill~ge 
with all the blue-complexioned 
undergrads. Nine days and two 
losses later, however, there were 
five kids in .sections 115 and 117 
with I 0 minutes to go before the 
_tip of Xavier's game versus rival 
number I a, Dayton. Sure, kids were.• 
still fast asleep, Dana's was serving 
beer and eggs, and the cafe had ba-
con for .brunch that morning. And 
since the section was just about full 
at the 12 minute mark of the first 
half, I'm willing to look the other 
way, albeit reluctantly. 
But the team needs our support 
on Thursday to make sure this isn't 
· the year the Colonials get their first 
win in Cintas. I ·mean, come on, 
what's more fun than getting tO 
the arena an hour early and yelling 
whenever Danilo Pinnock takes 
a warm-up shot? You would be. 
surprised by how easy it is -to get 
inside his head . 
Xavier can reestablish itself as 
having one of the rowdiest student 
sections and. one of the 25 best 
basketball teams in the nation on 
Thursday. Wqrking together, we 
can make both happen. 
.• , PHOTO COURTES . ORTS.COM 
You loved him in The Naked Gun: From the Files of Police Squad! 




G MPG FG% RPG PPG 
9 9.4 .591 1.7 •3.3 




G MPG FG% RPG PPG 
31.8 .409 5.1 8.0 
DAVID WEST . ·MRON WILLIAMS 
TORONTO RAPTORS NEW ORLEANS HORNETS 
G MPG FG% RPG PPG 
44 35.3 .. 512 8.0 17.1 
G MPG FG%.RPGPPG 
13 7.6 .833 1.2. 1.9 
Use Edison summer classes to ••• 
&n!iE ilI1£3 ©] C!dJiJJJJJ, 
~ uftflJ1j (!1i) ~ 
~-~arm [/JJ;f[[b . 
Complete college in 4' years~ not 5· or 6·. · , 
Back home in west central Ohio 
for spring break? Pick up an Edison 
summer class schedule. 
Each summer, students from 75 
Ohio institutions enroll at Edison. 
Take Edison fi:eshman and 
sophomore courses in the general 
education "transfer module."· They're guaranteed to 
transfer back 'to your university. 
At Edison, start Summer 
.. .as early as May 15 
.. Most courses begin June· 19; 
. 'some operi July 17. 
Choose from 4, B·and 12-week courses. 
€DISwn. 
COMMUNfTV •.•• COLLEGE Jiii~ ' 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE DIVERSIONS . 
. . 
Music to our ears: concert venues 
· ANDREW CRAGO 
Diversions Editor 
Cincinnati has .to fight hard to 
· draw top-name musical acts. With 
·neighbors like Louisville, Indianap-
olis, and Columbus, touring bands 
· . have many choices for which venue · . 
·. to play.around these parts. Luck-
. ily, there are a number of quality .. 
places.in Cincinnati to seea show. 
Here are a few of the best. [Erl 
Note:· This story was published in 
the Newswire two years ago and 
written by Tim. Fair. It is being· . . 
. reprinted with some modifications, 
and updates] 
Top Cats - Located in a five-
block radius from almost all the 
· other main mu~ic ven~es in Cin-
<?imiati is Top Cats{28~0 Vine St.). 
Featuring local bands, as well as 
smaller national acts; the· atmo-
sphere is more cozy than a bigger 
-place (such as Bogarts) .. 
The range of bands and genres 
·that play at·Top Cats is slightly 
more diverse than any othe~ venue Creepy. old mansion or hip niusic venue? Both! It's The Southgate House. 
in Cincinnati, which is a definite 
plus. Past appearances include 
national hip-hop phenomenon 
MC Paul. Barman and regionally-
acclaimed, local. turntable outfit 
Animal Crackers. 
Although the more prominent 
groups are mainly hip-hop acts, 
there is a plethora of area metal 
bands that perform there. 
Like other Cincinnati venues, 
the bar is quite notable and offers 
a wide range of drink choices. Al-
though fine beers and imports won't · 
be .found, there are several local . 
brews offered fol'. a new taste. There 
is almost always a cover, but that is 
the case with most venues in Cin-
cinnati. Entry is 18 and up, so you 
don't have to worry about bumping 
into many high sch()olers. 
Sudsy Malone's ..,.__ As one of 
the Midwest's most famous live 
music venues, Sudsy Malone's 
(2626. Vin'e St.) offers the·most 
unique environment to watch a 
great local or regional rock band 
i . 
and do your laundry while throwing 
down some shots. 
This coin-operated club and bar 
has several washers and dryers as· 
. well as a stage f<?r music. The ques-
tion follows: Why? Novelty is the · 
nature of business, especially when 
that business involves concerts in 
. Cincinnati. 
Another thing singular to 
Sudsy's-yet far from being a 
gimmick-is their emphasis on 
local and regional rock bands. The 
genrc::s that have graced its floor 
include everything from goth to 
grunge, with some heavy metal for 
good measure. 
Past bands include o...:Rama 
from· Richmond, Ind., The Wank-. 
ers from Ludlow, Ky., Crowning 
Apathy from Maysville, Ky., and 
Cincinn~ti 's own, The Green~ . 
homes. As an outlet for local and 
regional bands, Sudsy Malone's is 
a haven for those who like·to hear 
totally non-commercial ·bands~ 
Be sure to visit on Monday 
nights to get your friends hammered 
and then up on the microphone for 
Rock and Roll Karaoke with DJ 
I...isa. Even if your friends aren't 
. into heavy metal music, the clien-
'tele of the establishment is enough 
to make for a good time. 
The next time that you need to 
do some laundry and some shots, be 
sure to load up on the quarters and 
.inake your way to Sudsy Malone's. 
You just might meet the next big 
band to blow up. 
on the balcony, arriving late to a 
crowded show will most likely 
mean standing. 
And don't worry, booze-hounds, 
both the Lounge and the Ballroom 
offer full-serv'ice bars (as well as a 
nifty pitcher of free water). 
Bogart's - Certainly the most 
publicized and popular venue (and 
also the largest) on Short Vine is 
Bogart's (2621 Vine St.). As with 
Top Cats and Sudsy Malone's, 
The Southgate House - Of- parking can be. scarce,· so arrive 
· fering a more historical brand of ·early to get a prime spot and avoid 
musical entertainment is Newport's . steep parking rates or a long trek 
The Southgate House. to the show. 
Dating· back to the early 18th Bogart's gets some of the big-
century and fabled as the birthplace ger acts that come through town. 
of James Thompson, the inventor Although lately they seem to be 
of the "Tommy Gun," this quaint specializing in the .odd combina-
venue offers three performance tion of Nu-Metal, hardcore, and 
spaces for a variety of local arid · pop-punk, they usually offer a va-
national acts. · riety of musical genres. Whenever 
·The Strokes (before they were Insane Clo\\'.n Posse is on tour, you 
worshipped by Spin), Modest can definitely count on .a Bogart's 
Mouse (before they got radio air- appearance. 
play), and The Shins (before they Bogart's is also known through-
were .on "Gilmore Girls") have all out the city for offering band com-
played at the Southgate House. petitions such as the ever-popular 
More indie ban.ds just w.aiting High School Band Challenge, so 
to be the next big thing could be you might have to watch out for 
. on The Southgate House's calendar those pesky high schoolers on some 
right now. nights out. 
This mix of popular and lesser- ., The large size of Bogart's floor 
known, quality acts makes The space certainly works to its advan-
Southgate House perhaps the prime tage in that it offers a very dynamic 
spot to catch a live act. atmosphere and vibe that increases 
Junie's Lounge and the Parlour chances for a lively show from the 
(other rooms in the venue) come in performer. 
handy when checking out acts in the While Bogart's does have a bal-
. Ballroom because Southgate shows cony,. unlike the Southgate House, 
What are these people doing? Waitin~ for their laundry to dry 




The following discs are due for release on or before Feb. 7. -
The Chuck Norris Experi~ent The Chuck Norris Experiment (Devil 
Doll) ... Acid Mother's Tern pie Star/ess·andBib/e Black Sabbath (Alien 
8) ... Arctic Monkeys When the S~n Goes Down EP (Domino) ... Belle & 
Sebastian TheLifePursuit(Matador) .... Richard Cheese TheSunnySide 
of ihe Moon.; The Best of (Surf dog) ... Mastodon Call of the (Relapse) .. . 
Minus 5 Minus 5 (Yep Roe) ... ·Prefuse 73 Security Screenings (Warp) .. . 
The Suspicions The Suspicions (Rip Oft) 
' · ... All dates are tentative. 
are notorious for starting late. it is relegated to the back of the hall 
With its horseshoe balcony and and offers a relatively distant view 
ample floor space, you can either of onstage proceedings. 
stand down at stage level or sit in For a decent price, Bogart's pro-
the balcony. But be warned, while vides good sound quality for some 
. there are usually enough seats relatively big-name acts. 
live Wires '!j~~J[tTJ:~; ?:~t .~~Ii 
#ti"" •o ... ••••1t111 
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Wednesday, February 1 
·. Dark Star Orchestra 
@Bogart's 
Saturday, February 4 
Sevendust 
@Bogart's 
.. ·• • ~ L .~ . 
· . Saturday, February 4 
Chaselounge 
@Alchemize 
Tues~ay, February 7 
Avenged Sevenfold 
@Bogart's 
week of FEBRUARY l, 2006 9 
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Andrew Crago, Editor 
Dive~sions Desk:. 745-2878 
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu 
Freshmen dance 
Campus Ministry is sponsor-
ing a Dance of the Decades for 
all first-year and transfer stu-
dents from 8:30 to 11 :30 p.m. on 
Friday in the O'Connor Sports 
Center. Food and games will be 
provided, as well as prizes for the 
best dressed student from each de-
cade. Cost is $I for each student. . 
For more information, contact 
Allison in Campus Ministry at 
745-3565. 
Horror film 
The Gallagher Student Center 
will be presenting the Late Night 
Movie "The Amityville Horror" at 
11 p.m. on.Friday in the Gallagher 
Student Center Theater. This is 
the 2005 version of the classic 
horror film in which a family is 
terrorized by demonic forces after 
moving into a house that was the 
site of a grisly mass murder. 
Boy bands are back 
The StudentActivities Coµncil-
is sponsoring a performance by 
the award-winning all-male pop 
vocal group Chapter 6 at I 0 p.m. 
on Thursday night in. the Galla-
gher Student Center Theater. The 
performance is free to students, 
and cookies and hot cocoa will 
be served. 
Date auction 
Alternative Breaks is sponsor-
ing a date. auction at 7:30 p.m. 
on Wednesday in the Gallagher 
Student Center food court. Come 
bid for a date with your favorite 
Alternative Breaks participant. 
For more information, email ban-
nerh@xu.edu. 
Friday's discount 
Eat at T.G.I. Friday's anytime 
on Saturday or Sunday to support 
Alternative Breaks. Stop by the 
Dorothy Day House any time 
this week to pick up a card, and 
ten percent of your check will go 
toAltemative Breaks. Proceeds 
benefit the Ukraine Alternative 
Breaks .2006 trip. For more 
information, contact Kateri at 
885-5723. 
10 weeko/FEBRUARY 1, 2006 DIVERSIONS THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE 
Which greasy spoon is the greasieSt? 
ANDREW CRAGO· 
Diversions Editor 
The New Year is often a time of 
resolution, and many people make 
claims of trying to eat healthier. 
We, the Newswire, think that's for 
the birds. In the dead of winter. 
you n~ed some comfort food to 
get over the fact that it is dark by 
6 p.m. Which good ol' restaurant 
should you choose? We present a 
few Cincinnati favorites. 
Mkh:ld J. Fabuf ~.,.~ 
"This fine publication needs 
writers, editors, and gandy 
dancers. Apply post-haste." 
Pleasant Ridge· Chili· 6032 
Montgomery Road; 9 a.m.~4:30 
a.m. MondaY.-Saturday; · (513) 
531-2365. 
Pleasant Ridge Chili, or PRC to 
those in the know, is a frequent late 
night student hang-out. Don't let 
that fool you, though. This place 
does not stay in business because 
of students but because of the good 
folk of Pleasant Ridge. 
· . Itis a relatively small place with 
a big, lighted sign 
out front. Inside 
·are small four-per-
son booths and a 





on· the side of 
the restaurant, 
and make sure 
to take a look 
at the picture of 
Muhammad Ali 
hanging near the 
kitchen. 
Anchor Grill 
438 Pike St., 
U-shaped counter Covington;"open 
in the back for sol- 24 hours; (859) 
itary -diners (and 431-9498 · · 
·the most regular of TheAnchoris 
regulars). a bizarre experi-
The employees ence. The place 
are nice and have never closes and Students seek studying sustenance at PRC. 
worked there for- there is .hardly 
ever. They serve ever an empty seat to be found. 
the normal flow of The walls are coveredhalf-heart-
college kids, and edly with maritime paraphernalia, 
there is usually a and there is a creepy puppet shad-
cop or two in there, ow box that·may or may not come 
. but they also do a to life. 
The Anchor's interpretation of 
diner food includes grilled cheeses, 
· biscuits with gravy, and of,course 
the "Big Anchor" -'- a burger with 
almost everything. 
· , Going to Chili Co., you will 
never have a problem finding a 
seat, unlike PRC and The Anchor. 
There is usually only one waitress . 
on duty, and she has probably been 
there for 24 hours. . 
lotofbusiness with This place is always packed, but Chili Co. 3158 Madison- Rd.; Like PRC, it serves Cincinnati-
style chili. Chili Co. is also the 
place to go for late-night french 
toast. 
take-out. it really comes to life late at night. ·open 1 Jp.m. to 4 p.m. 
The food is all It's not uncommon for verbal and· lfthesedinersaren'tquitegreasy 
Cincinnati style. occasional physical fights.to break enough for you, there is always the 
The hig hlig hts out and someone to get tossed out. Chili Co. on Madison. If that isn't enough to win you 
over, you can try your hand at the 
love machine - a guaranteed-ac-
curate love tester located near the 
door. 
are coneys, "fries, That said, it's a completely safe Stale cigarette smoke greets you 
cheese and gravy," dining experience as long as you at the door. There is an- ancient 
and of course there don't chuck a bottle of Frank's hot "Smokeeter" air ventilation system. 
is chili. You can · sauce at so_meone. that hums away ineffectually. 
"""'-- Party All Weeki • Live Band & DJ '1._ 
.,-- World Famous TIKI. HuTI. ....,...-
. CALL NOW FOR RESERVATIONS! 
@@@o@@@o@@~@ 
www.SandpiperBeacon.com 
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' Taitatlvcly Khcdulcd, Coll 
for final schedule dctalls. 
I!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'- __ .....,__ ... _.. ~"<!!!!!!!!!!!'!!!!! ___ "8!1 
. . 
Rick M. Singel, D. D.S.-. 
2752 Erie Avenue -Suite 9 
HYDE PARK SQUARE 
513.;.871-4200 
rmsdds52@fuse.net 
~~ . f.. ., . .. . 
Emergency and Routine Dental Cqre for Xavier 
Students, Faculty and Staff ... , 
A member of fhe ,x11 Family. .. 
BIG SPICE. SMALL PRICE. 
GOURMET BURRITOS & TACOS • 
. \t/ASSON@,PAXTON 
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE CALENDAR AND CLASSIFIEDS 
WEDNESDAY 
February 1 
Don't you. hate it when your 
food gets stuck in the vending 
machine and you have to. kick 
the machine to get it out? And as 
you 're kicking the machine you re"7 
alize you're like a fat kid reaching 
for the tub of icing? What you 're 
By Brian~ Hansen. To place an item in the calendar, mail to newswire-.calendar@xavier.eau. 
TPl·l.J RS DAY 
about to eat is filled with sugar and, February 2 
empty calories, but dag-nab-it, you It's a well-known fact that. 
already paid your money and you today is Groundhog Day. Little .. 
want it badly. known, however, is the fact that it 
What do_ you want from ml?, is also Hedgehog Day. 
food? ·Huh? You're just up there Rivalry between .groundhogs 
dangling all pretty and packaged and hedgehogs began as far back 
and ready to eat. Do you want me as recorded history and continues 
to buy you; food? Is that wI:iat you . today. Groundhogs may seem to 
want? Just tell me what you want have won with. their Groundhog 
from me! Day traditions, but hedgehogs 
And that, folks, is what really have been much more sly in their 
, grinds my gears. . fighting style. 
I think I'll cool down at 3:30 They bought out a pencil fac-
p~m. on the second floor of the tory where they torture and shave 
Gallagher Student Center at the In- rebellious groundhogs. Then, they 
ternational Coffee Hour featuring use their fur for pencil lead, which 
Kenya. Kenya sounds delicious. they call No. 2, as an embarassing 
John Pepper, a "Hero of Profes- reminder tq: the groundhogs t.hat 
sional Ethics," will be giving a talk they' II never be No. 1. 
at the Cintas Center Banquet Hall 
tonight at.7 p.m ... 
You can go back to your crappy 
disguises, heroes _of the world. 
Nobody knows your secret. 
Unless your secret is a secret 
crush! In which. case, the world 
is about to find out at the Alterna-
tive Break Date Auction tonight at 
7:30 p.rn. in the Gallagher Student 
Center _Food Court. 
Come see people legally buy the 
right to another's company while 
the university looks on approv-




Today's events will be set up in 
Scavenger Hunt format. If ~nyone 
can make it to all of them, then pro-
vide m~ with proof that they were 
there, I willprovide a prize. 
That prize will likely be me 
making fun of you for not only 
taking this column fiterally, but 
actually' believing I'd be generous 
enough to give you something. 
With that said, are you· ready, 
team? Go! --~· .. - ·-··- ..... ~~- ... 
I'm so sorry Albert. Please, 
forgive my childish ways. 
First off, swing by the Evaluating 
a Job Offer Seminar at 1 :30 p.rn. in 
Gallagher Student' Center room 214. 
My guess is they'll probably tell you, 
"Just say yes!" but that's likely why 
I have debt issues: 
OK, now go to Family Night at 5 
p.m. in the Duff Banquet Center in 
the Cintas Center. I hope Duffman 
makes a guest appearance. 
It's time to actually go to T.G.I. 
St\TUR.DA¥ 
February4 
Man, I'm starting to spoil you 
with so many options for things to 
do. I miss Saturdays spent gazing 
at my ceiling from my bed, eating 
kettle com, and realizing there was 
absolutely no need to get up. 
Today is not one of those days. 
At 8 a.m., meet at the University 
of Cincinnati's ~tudent Center for 
the Crosstown Helpout. Corne on, . 
now. They go to the University of 
Cincinnati. Th.ey're going to need 
all the help they. can get. · 
· If you can't make it, you can at 
least learn about Iraq with a Day of 
Dialogue on Iraq. The event begins 
at 9:30 a.m. in Kelly Auditorium. 
Then, go eat at T.G.I. Friday's, 
yet again, with another coupon. · 
, . 
· S lJ N. Dl-\Y Friday's. I hope you enjoyed last week's meal at Fridays, but unfortua-
nately, it didn't help out Alternative 
Breaks at all. Tonight does, .though, February 5 
so grab your coupons and go get At 5:30 p.m. tonight in the 
some charitable food! . · Clocktower Lounge, there will be 
At 8 p.m., the annual Mr. Muskie a Hunger Banquet sponsored by 
pageant will take place in the Galla- 'the people traveling to Ukraine for 
gher Student Center Theater. Hunky Alternative Breaks. The cost is $3. 
men treated as pieces of me.,.t? If you're one of those bandwagon, 
Sounds like something I was born smelly, bucktoothed Steelers or 
to attend. Seahawks fans, the banquet will 
Finally,. go get horrified watch- be.do'ne in time for the big "game." 
ing "Amityville Horror '05" in the I'm not at all bitter about the·Steel-
Gallagher Student Center Theater ers being Superbowl XL. Not one 
at· 11 p:lfi'l:+'' ·- :. ' · cursing~freaking-ridiculous bit 
11 week of FEBRUARY 1, 2006 
'IVI () N D·AY. 
February 6 
Professor William Anyonge will 
be giving a lecture with a really Jong 
title that has to do with biology in 
Albers Hall room 107 at I :30 p.m. 
If you liked the lecture, tell him 
afterwards! It is Pay a Compliment 
Day. Therefore, if you give him a 
compliment, he'll be forced to pay 
you for it. If he doesn't know the 
rules, that's his problem. You do 
not let him Out-of your sight until he 
has paid full price (approximately 
$6,000) for your heartfelt compli-
ment. 
There will be a PEP talk in Gal-
lagher Student Center room 3 10 at 
1 :30 today. I hope birthday boy Bob 
Marley attends. He always spruces 
up the party. 
I hope other birthday boy Babe 
Ruth stays away. He would be 
celebrating his 111 th birthday, and 
we all know how crabby, smelly, 
and jaundice-filled people become 
· after their I06th birthday. I' II stick 
to the candy bar, Mr. Ruth. 
TlJESDI-\¥ 
February 7 
Tonight at 7 p.m. in the Schiff 
Family Conference Center, the Vi-
sion of Hope Series will present a 
talk on Nonviolence with Sr. Alice 
Gerdeman and Deborah Jordan. 
I've been an advocate of Non-
violence sinc·e I snapped one 
particularly bad day and punched 
an alpaca in the face. I lost a good 
friend in Albert the Alpcaca that 
day, and have since reformed ways. 
Visit www.ilovealpacas.com for 
more infonriation. 
For classifieds information, call Ann Tassone at 745-3561 or email her at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu 
General 
Calling all brides! Pampered 
Chef Bridal Showers will get 
your new home stocked with 
high quality kitchen tools and 
cookware. Online gift registry 
available along with registry 
announcements. Call Laurie at 
683-8862 or email www.pam-
peredchef.biz/lauriereed. 
Not sure what happened last 
weekend? Call an advocate to 
talk. Xavier Advocate Program. 
Call 513-872-9259. Confiden-
tial. 
Does your partner's temper 
make you·uncomfortable? Is 
your partner obsessive and jeal-
ous? Do you feel like you are 
walking on eggshells? You are 
not alone; call ah . advocate ~o 
talk about your options. 513-
872-9259. Confidential. 
· Everybody's Records and 
CDs. Voted the best of the Cin-
For Rent 
Two bedroom available at 1047 
Dana Ave., right after Victory Park-
way, for $777 per month. Large 
parking area, washer/dryer, and free 
storage unit in basement. · Large. 
water heater tanks! ·New kitchens! 
Call Brandon at 265-1485 or email 
ucmanager@murents.com. 
Conveniently located, large · 5-
6 bedfoom house, . very close to 
campus. It's an easy walk and on-
campus shuttle available .. Updated . 
kitchen with <lishwasher; two baths, 
lots .of storage space, free laundry 
with water paid, off-street parking, 
front porch and balcony, well-main~ 
tained. Nice landlords who want 
to make you happy! Call Karen at 
321-2946 with questions. Asking 
$1,500/month.rent. 
1\ivo bedroom apartment avail-
able for 2006 scho.ol year on 3919 
Regent Avenue~:: close to campus! 
Call Alex· at 256-0253. 
cinnati area with the larget se- . Beautiful four bedroom hous.e qn 
Jection of new and used records. nicest street in Norwood (Floral)'. 
and CDs. Specializing in rock, Air, hardwood floors, parking, free 
alternative, hardcore, hip-hop, laundry, etc. ·Avaiiabie.next school· 
R&B, punk, indie, jazz, blues; year. Call 281-3863. 
and country. We carry music, 
DVDs, posters, stickers, buttons, 
and magazines. 6106 Montgom-
·ery Road at Ridge. 
Beautiful three ·story, .. four b_ed-
room, one .big ba~h house ·in Nor-
wood. Lots ·of off-street parking. 
Close to campus. 4112 Ivanhoe. 
.$1,250/mohth. Call Rob or Donna 
at 780-0627 or 368-2388, 
<. ,. ,, .... ··- • •• ~ ... ,. •• 
Oakley- 2 family, 2734 Minot. 1 
BR and 3 BR available. First floor 
1 BR - 450 sq. ft., equipped kitchen, 
and A/C window unit. $425/month 
plus u~ilities, one month security 
deposit. 3 BR - 1,000 sq. ft., eat-
in kitchen, and central NC (2nd 
floor). $700/month plus utilities, 
one month security deposit. Con-
veniently located next to campus, 
'Rt. 71, and nightlife. Residential 
street in walking distance to Rook-
wood shopping and bus line. New-
ly remodeled with off-street park~ 
ing and laundry. Call 673-7573. 
IO 15 Dana - Large apartments 
availablefor2006-07! Wireless in-
teri1et, secure entry, off-street park-
ing, laundry, across from campus! 2 
bedroom/ $595, 4 bedroom/$1,200, . 
. and 6 bedroom/$1,400. Call 886-
3710. 
WOW! Across from campus. 
Wonderful studios; .one, two, and 
three bedroom fantastic apart-
. ments. For photos or infonnation, 
email cincivegan@juno.com. 
Great Norwood apartnient avail:: 
able less than one mile from XU's · 
campus .. Duplex that can be re~ted 
with 2, 4, 5, or 6. bedrooms. Fully 
c9mpliant with Norwood. hous-
ing codes. New siding, windows, 
driveway. Positive student refer- · 
ences available. Available June I. 
Email cknippen@yahoo.com or 
;call 708-5287. 
For rent: Dana mansion- I, 2, 3, 4, Child-care_ provider needed for 
5 BR apts for 2006 school year. Some · two children, three days a week 
furnished with heat paid, range/re- and every third weekend. Will 
frigerator, laundry, off-street parking, need to transport children to and 
decks !llld porches, easy walk/bike from school on weekdays. For 
to campus .. $495-1,395. Two units information or interested indi-
available now! Email Bob at repat- viduals, contact Tina Gonzales at 
tison@aol.com or call 258-1393. tinag@fuse.net. 
Help Wanted 
Dependable loving person needed 
. to care for a 4- and an 8-year-old after 
school. References and good trans-
portation required. Email: hkerr@ 
cinci.rr.corn 
Computer "wiz" needed! We 
have an excellent opportunity for 
the right college student in our IT 
department as an intern. This one-
year-long position can be used for 
college credit. Full-time in sum-
mer & part~time during school 
year. You need to know your way 
around WIN2000, XP, & PC hard-
ware. UNIX and net\VQrking skills 
would be a real plus. If you spent 
those high school years building 
computers and dreaming about 
adding new··. hardware and . soft-
ware to your homemade systems, 
you could be the individual for this 
"hands on," nori-programmingjob. 
Must have a clean driving record 
as travel is required to our tri-state 
locations. Apply by emailto hr@ 
bobsumereltire.com or fax 859-
371-4704. 
Math tutors wanted! Mathna-
sium is looking for tutors at its 
West Chester center to work with 
kids in grades 2~ 12. Tutors start at 
$8/hour. Call 759-MATH. 
Sitters wanted: Average $10 
per hour. Register free for jobs 
near campus or home. Visit www. 
student-sitters.com. 
Spanish speaking female want-
ed to teach Spanish to 3 year old, 
I or 2 evenings per week. Days 
and hours flexible. 20 minutes 
from campus. Salary negotiable. 
Call 859-468-4570. . 
Nanny/babysitter needed im-
mediately in our Nor\vood home 
for one-year-old. PT/FT avail-
able. .Call Jason at 470-3920 for 
interview or further information. 
Travel 
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise! 
Five days from $299! Includes 
meals and MTV celebrity parties! 
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica from 
$499! Campus reps needed! Promo . 
Code: 31. Visit www.springbreak- ·• 
travel.com or call 1-800-678-6386. , 
·, 
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February 7, 2006 
10 am· 3 pm 
Cintas Center 
Xavier University 
. rifM ·-N . . ~-4f "' . ews CLEARCHANNEL 
Sponsored by Job News, Clear Channel Radio, 
Kentucky Farm Bureau, Kroger, and TSS Technologies 
Free Parking and Admission 
Positions available include: 
• Customer Service • Hospitality 
• Sales • Clerical • Industrial 
• Automotive Techs • IT • Engineering 
• Scientific • Technical • Healthpc:ue 
• Construction • Law Enforcemenf 
• Finance 
These companies as well as 
. many others will attend: 
• Kentucky Farm Bureau 
·· • Kroger 
• TSS TechnoJogies 
• CitiCard 
• Toward Independence 
• Cincinnati Police 
• National College of Business & Technology 
• Bruegger's Bagels 




. For information, 
please call 513·984•5724 
or visit www.jobnewsciricy.com 
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